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With smiling faces, curious minds and festive mood the new batch of 2016 participated in the Orientation
programme enthusiastically. The event was conducted in School of Management Auditorium under the
guidance of Dr.Lovy Sarikwal and Dr.Varsha Dixit along with a team of final year management
students. This was an initiative to introduce the candidates of BBM + MBA , B.Tech + MBA and MBA
programs to various dimensions of School of Management and GBU for smooth running of academic
session and to break the ice among the fresher of School of Management. The event took place as abrief
introduction by Program Coordinators on 2nd Aug and in two slots (09:30a.m. to 1:30pm and 2:30 to
5:30pm), 3rd August, Wednesday. A total of 130 students from the above mentioned batches attended the
programme.

Final year students Akshat Saxena, Anubhuti Alok & Ayush Sharma inaugurated the Orientation
programme by welcoming the students and teachers from various specializations following which Dr.
Shweta Anand, Dean School of Management addressed the dignitaries and the students and presented a
brief profile of the Management course and highlighted some of the important code of conduct to be
followed by freshers in the School premises. Dr Dinesh Sharma, HOD addressed the discipline related
rules and regulations to be taken care of by the students during their academic session.

Later the programme coordinators Dr. Lovy Sarikwal (MBA) and Dr Manisha Sharma (Integrated
MBA) briefed the students about the ways in which the students would be engaged in activities both
academic and co-curricular during the session and also provided the young managers some tips for their
successful career.

The session was further carried forward by a corporate speaker Mr.Narendra Kumar Narwar who shared
his success story in the industry, further discussing about the pros and cons of our actions in management
line, the power of acquiring of right knowledge and emphasized the students on being skilful.

He shared his rich industry experience, discussing about what students should make along with their
classroom studies. Students were enlightened with his precious words and motivated to plan their future
strategies accordingly. He also answered the queries raised by the students regarding corporate
functioning and implementation of management concepts.

Later CRC Team of Gautam Buddha University took over the stage and Mr. Vinay Litoria
(Head, CRC) briefed all the fresher of School Of Management about the Placements in School Of
Management in Gautam Buddha University and Company’s relations with the school for internships.

Now , it was the time for the “Ice Breaking Session”. Ice Breaking Session was organized to put students
at ease and let them know each other. We began with an interesting exercise of saving balloons. The
purpose was to tell them the importance of leadership styles and team work. The event took place in a fun
way and students were seen actively volunteering for tasks to be performed on stage. They were
encouraged and supported by Ayush Sharma, Akshat Saxena, Himanshu Choudhary, Prem Shankar,
Shobhit Singh, Suchil, Vikash & Rajkumar , the team of final year students. At the end of the Orientation
programme the best team and team leader were appreciated and awarded as well.
.

After the ice breaking session students were given an hour lunch break. After the formal session, the
students were made to come at ease with a light round of humour and fun through ‘Management Games’
where the new comers were asked to participate in various management games. This session was an
individual event, consisting of interesting quizzes, fun games where students were given random
personality and were asked to portray them. Students giving the best example of the fit with confidence
were awarded too. In the last hour of the programme the students were made aware of various clubs,
events and fests organized in the university by Anubhuti Alok & Archana. The information about the
clubs rigorously performing throughout the year and the concerned faculties with each club was provided
to the students by the respective Club General Secretaries (Music: Nuba, Maaz ; Dramatics: Jai & Akshat
Saxena; Dance: Himanshu & Tanmay ). Unofficial Groups of Gautam Budhha University took advantage
of this moment and publicized about their clubs (which participate in intercollege events) ‘Painted Faces’
(Dramatics Group)- by Akshat Saxena & Shobhit Singh , Dance Group- by Himanshu Choudhary.
The program ended with Dr.Lovy Sarikwal trying to motivate the students to start with their academic
year with full enthusiasm, commitment and dedication along with vote of thanks to the organizing
committee of students for their hard work and teamwork that led to the success of the orientation
program.
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